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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
BP6S  $318.00   $254.40 

BP10S  $343.00   $247.40 

BP6P  $427.00   $341.60 

BP10P  $452.00   $361.15 

X9679  $15.86   $12.15 

X9692  $16.85   $13.95 
X9678  $25.65  $19.85 

X9732  $28.00  $24.95 

X9737  $20.00   $15.40 

X9738  $25.32   $19.20 

X9735  $17.56   $14.36 

X9736  $19.32   $16.32 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
CPF6S  $1,199.00   $959.20 

CPF6P  $1,295.00   $1,036.00 

X9678  $22.80   $21.00 

X9737  $18.00   $15.00 

X9735  $16.00   $14.00 

X1200  $740.40   $501.00 

X1194  $186.00   $150.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF62EC  $214.00   $171.20 

259PB  $10.15  $8.36 

L60A  $1.52  $0.65 

B015-0200  $5.55  $3.55 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF50  $167.00   $133.60 12" lightweight fleet upright vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories

LIGHTWEIGHT FLEET UPRIGHT VACUUM
PF50: 12" Lightweight Fleet Vacuum

The 12" PF50 is lightweight at only 12 pounds, but is built commercial tough with a heavy-duty housing and 
all steel 2-piece handle. These long-lasting components provide years of worry free service. Priced so you 
can buy in quantity; put one of these vacuums on each floor of your building or on every cleaning cart for 
commercial cleaning power at an astonishing price.

Warranty: 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
8lb. Pro-Lite lightweight upright vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories
Enviro-Clean™ paper bag, 6 pack

belt
filter

6 qt. closed mouth paper bag, 10 pack
battery, Comfort Pro Freedom, 36V

battery charger, Comfort Pro Freedom

PRO-LITE 8LB. UPRIGHT VACUUM
PF62EC: 8 lb. Lightweight Vacuum

Don't let the light weight fool you! This machine is a power house. Most vacuums rely primarily on brush 
action to clean; the Pro-Lite uses both high speed sweeping and high 160 CFM of suction. A powerful 
motor combined with twin fans and aggressive agitation make this one of the best cleaning commercial 
upright vacuums on the market. Rated CRI Bronze by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 2 years- hood. 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

6qt. standard style Comfort Pro Freedom backpack vacuum
6qt. premium style Comfort Pro Freedom backpack vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories
6 qt. micro HEPA paper bag, 10 pack
6 qt. open mouth paper bag, 10 pack

6 qt. closed mouth paper bag, 10 pack
10 qt. closed mouth paper bag, 10 pack

COMFORT PRO FREEDOM BATTERY BACKPACK VACUUMS
CPF6S & CPF6P: Standard & Premium Style Battery Backpack Vacuums

The new Comfort Pro Freedom battery backpack combines superior cleaning performance of our 
Comfort Pro models with cordless convenience, making cleaning faster and easier than ever before! The 
state-of-the-art lithium ion battery technology from Samsung SD1 lasts up to 55 minutes and over 900 
charge cycles. The Freedom comes with a battery, charger and high quality tool kit. Rated CRI Silver by 
the Carpet and Rug Institute.
Warranty: 3 years- parts, labor, motor. Lifetime- molded body parts, Pro-rated battery warranty

6 qt. micro cloth filter-reusable
10 qt. micro cloth filter-reusable

6 qt. micro HEPA paper bag, 10 pack
10 qt. micro HEPA paper bag, 10 pack
6 qt. open mouth paper bag, 10 pack
10 qt. open mouth paper bag, 10 pack

DESCRIPTION
6qt. standard style Comfort Pro backpack vacuum

10qt. standard style Comfort Pro backpack vacuum
6qt. premium style Comfort Pro backpack vacuum
10qt. premium style Comfort Pro backpack vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories

COMFORT PRO CORDED BACKPACK VACUUMS
BP6S, BP10S, BP6P & BP10P: Standard & Premium Style Backpack Vacuums

Comfort Pro backpack vacuums deliver improved cleaning performance combined with superior comfort-
-resulting in improved productivity! Comfort Pro backpacks come complete with a high quality tool kit, 50' 
safety-yellow power cord, and two HEPA filter bags. All tools are designed to clip on the waist belt for easy 
access! Rated CRI Gold by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 3 years- parts, labor, motor. Lifetime- molded body parts
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G890  $25.02   $19.15 

266PB  $16.52   $12.40 

F631  $2.15  $1.00 

PF50 conversion kit
Enviro-Clean™ paper bag, 9 pack

"long life" belt
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF70EC  $227.00   $181.60 

PF70VC  $227.00   $181.60 

PF70DC  $263.00   $210.40 

266PB  $15.20   $12.00 

F631  $1.00   $0.78 

ER322  $5.62  $3.62 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF757CEC  $349.00   $279.20 

PF757CVC  $335.00   $268.00 

266PB  $15.60   $12.40 

F631  $1.25   $0.78 

ER322  $5.62  $3.62 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF1886EC  $288.00  $235.68 
PF1886VC  $288.00  $235.68 
PF1886DC  $353.00   $282.40 

PF1887EC  $329.00  $300.00 
PF1887VC  $329.00  $300.00 
PF1887DC  $390.00   $312.56 

266PB  $12.40   $12.40 

F631  $1.75  $1.20 

Optional Parts & Accessories
Enviro-Clean™ paper bag

"long life" belt

12" upright with Enviro-Clean™ paper bag
12" upright with Vacucide™ shake-out cloth bag

12" upright with dirt cup
16" upright with Enviro-Clean™ paper bag

16" upright with Vacucide™ shake-out cloth bag
16" upright with dirt cup

IRONSIDE ALL METAL UPRIGHT VACUUMS
PF1886EC,VC & DC, PF1887EC,VC & DC: 12"-16" Upright Vacuums

Incredible suction power with the durability of a tank! Constructed of an all metal housing, aluminum 
chassis and heavy-duty steel hood assembly, the Ironside is the most durable vacuum ever made. The all 
metal construction stands up to the most rigorous demands of the cleaning industry.

Warranty: 5 years- chassis. 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION

16" Enviro-Clean™ paper bag
16" Vacucide™ shake-out bag

Optional Parts & Accessories
Enviro-Clean™ paper bag

"long life" belt
Sylvania light bulb

16" COMMERCIAL UPRIGHT VACUUMS
PF757CEC & PF757CVC: 16" Commercial Upright Vacuums

Superior cleaning performance combined with 33% higher productivity over 12" models make the PF757 
series the top vacuum for larger areas. Built to be durable in any commercial setting, these vacuums are 
built on the most popular and successful commercial vacuum platform of all time. These classic designed 
vacuums offer great performance, durability and common interchangeable parts, supplies & accessories.

Warranty: 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION

12" upright with Vacucide™ shake-out cloth bag
12" upright with dirt cup

Optional Parts & Accessories
Enviro-Clean™ paper bag, 9 pack

"long life" belt
Sylvania light bulb

PF70EC, PF70VC, PF70DC: 12" Commercial Upright Vacuums
The workhorse of the Powr-Flite vacuum line, the PF70 models provide the high performance cleaning that 
makes commercial cleaners jobs easier. Suction power of 75 CFM works with the Vibra-Groomer II 
agitator, which produces increased agitation to pull deep embedded dirt from carpets. Choose from 
PF70VC with the Vacucide™ shake-out bag, PF70EC with the Enviro-Clean™ high filtration paper bag or 
PF70DC with dirt cup.
Warranty: 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
12" upright with Enviro-Clean™ paper bag

12" COMMERCIAL UPRIGHT VACUUMS
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF90  $201.00  $160.80 

CPP-3  $4.43  $4.43 
09.104  $3.99  $3.99 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF82HF  $299.00   $194.00 

ER419  $9.60   $8.60 

09.024  $5.00   $3.51 

ER285  $52.35  $48.40 
ER280  $3.00  $2.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF14  $487.00   $389.60 

PF18  $610.00   $488.00 

261CFR  $18.85   $17.19 

TB97  $9.25   $7.26 

HP1418  $35.00   $29.15 

TB143  $35.00  $32.05 

18" dual motor upright with on-board tools
Optional Parts & Accessories

Enviro-Clean™ paper bags, 10 pack
belt

HEPA filter kit
cloth shake-out bag

PF14 & PF18: Dual Motor Upright with On-Board Tools

Get the best results with the dedicated power to both the vac motor and the brush roll. The dual motors 
maximize cleaning efficiency and increase productivity. The vacuums have an enclosed bag filtration 
system that does not allow dust to escape. The optional HEPA filter improves Indoor Air Quality (IAQ).

Warranty: 5 years- chassis. 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
14" dual motor upright with on-board tools

Optional Parts & Accessories
paper bags, 3 pack

belt, 2 pack
HEPA filter-washable

pre-motor filter

DUAL MOTOR UPRIGHT VACUUM WITH TOOLS

PF82HF: 15" HEPA Upright Vacuum with Tools

The PF82HF clean-air carpet vacuum, with sealed HEPA filtration system can dramatically reduce 
pollutants that contribute to what is known as "sick building syndrome"! The HEPA filter captures dust and 
allergen particles down to .3 microns in size- particles are trapped in the filter so they are permanently 
removed from the environment. Rated CRI Bronze by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
15" HEPA upright with tools

DESCRIPTION
12" single motor upright with BioClear paper bags

Optional Parts & Accessories
paper bags, 3 pack

belt

HEPA COMMERCIAL UPRIGHT VACUUM WITH TOOLS

12" SINGLE MOTOR COMMERCIAL UPRIGHT VACUUM
PF90: 12" Single Motor Upright Vacuum with Smart Choice BioClear Paper Bags

The easy to use Powr-Flite PF90 is built tough with an all metal handle, base plate and brush roll in a heavy-
duty housing. Their performance of the powerful double ball-bearing motor provides the suction power 
needed for commercial cleaning without the expense of two motors. The PF90 features a low profile 
design that lies completely flat to reach under furniture and other obstructons. Rated CRI Silver by the 
Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 1 year- motor, parts & labor.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PS320  $263.00   $211.00 

PS320A  $9.00  $5.00 
PS320B  $9.00  $5.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PS900BC  $3,192.00  $2,553.60 

PS972  $124.33  $100.00 
PS905  $185.90  $154.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF28SV  $1,787.00   $1,429.80 

X9991  $60.00  $50.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF2030  $2,447.00   $1,957.60 

PB2030  $60.25  $50.92 

DESCRIPTION
30" wide area vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories
paper filter bags, 10 pack

Optional Parts & Accessories
Paper bags, 10 pack

30" WIDE AREA VACUUM
PF2030: 30" Wide Area Vacuum

The PF2030's 30" cleaning path makes quick work of large areas by doing the work of 3 vacuums in one 
pass. It includes our 4-stage filtration technology filtering 98.6% of dust and debris particles down to .3 
microns. Rated CRI Bronze by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 1 year- parts & labor.

PF28SV: NEW 28" Wide Area Sweeper Vacuum

The PF28SV is a powerful sweeper vacuum that is a great option for use on multiple floor types and will 
pick up larger debris that often clogs traditional vacuum cleaners. The large 3/4 bushel recovery bag and 
60' cord allow you to work more and change bags or cord location less. Don't spend a lot of time training 
operators, the PF28SV's one button operation will get you up and running quickly. Rates CRI Silver by the 
Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 1 year- motor, parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
28" wide area sweeper vacuum

DESCRIPTION
36" battery powered self-propelled sweeper

Optional Parts & Accessories
brush roll half (requires 2)

filter

28" WIDE AREA SWEEPER VACUUM

32" large area manual push sweeper
Optional Parts & Accessories

side brush belt
drive belt

36" BATTERY POWERED SWEEPER
PS900BC: 36" Battery Powered Self-Propelled Sweeper

The PS900BC is the choice of cleaning professionals for medium to large sized sweeping jobs. Extremely 
easy to use with the free-wheel drive that transfers the power of the motor to both drive wheels 
simultaneously. The PS900BC uses the highly efficient Quadra Brush System for effective dust and debris 
containment. This sweeper can climb ramps with a grade of up to 18 degrees making it the most versatile 
sweeper available.
Warranty: 5 years- housing & hopper. 1 year- parts & labor.

32" LARGE AREA MANUAL SWEEPER
PS320: 32" Large Area Manual Push Sweeper

Easy to push and maneuver at only 30 lbs., the PS320 manual sweeper is an efficient option for removing 
dirt, dust, and debris from large areas. Featuring a 32" cleaning path that sweeps over 17,000 square feet 
per hour for higher productivity! The 4 brush system utilizes two side brooms to sweep dust and debris 
toward the two main brooms that lift the debris into the 1.6 cubic foot hopper.

Warranty: 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF51  $179.00   $143.20 

WD102  $22.00  $17.47 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF59  $488.00   $390.40 

WD414  $25.65  $21.54 
WD415  $235.00  $200.00 
WD417  $36.00  $26.61 
WD437  $36.00  $26.61 
WD438  $18.52  $14.95 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF53  $386.00   $308.80 

PF54  $386.00   $308.80 

FM100  $123.92   $115.00 

FM100H  $123.92   $115.00 

WD3  $16.83  $16.83 
WD36  $19.87  $19.87 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF55  $458.00   $366.40 

PF56  $458.00   $366.40 

FM200  $123.92   $95.00 

FM200H  $123.92   $95.00 

155PB  $9.00   $7.57 

WD4  $25.00  $18.57 
WD36  $25.00  $19.00 

paper bag (single), fits PF55, PF56, PF58
cloth filter assembly, washable

pleated synthetic filter cartridge, washable

DESCRIPTION
20 gallon wet/dry vacuum w/ stainless steel tank
20 gallon wet/dry vacuum w/ polyethylene tank

Optional Parts & Accessories
front mount squeegee, fits PF55
front mount squeegee, fits PF56

cloth filter assembly, washable
pleated synthetic filter cartridge, washable

20 GALLON WET/DRY VACUUMS
PF55 & PF56: 20 Gallon

Powr-Flite's 20 gallon wet/dry vacs are the perfect choice for large volume recovery. The heavy-duty 
stainless steel or the polyethylene tanks are built to last with the durability for the toughest job. These 
wet/dry vacs have the capacity and power for large water recovery jobs or dry debris pick-up in the shop 
or on the job site.

Warranty: 5 years- tank. 1 year- motor & parts.

DESCRIPTION
15 gallon wet/dry vacuum w/ stainless steel tank
15 gallon wet/dry vacuum w/ polyethylene tank

Optional Parts & Accessories
front mount squeegee, fits PF53
front mount squeegee, fits PF54

High Efficiency Collection Bag (2 PK)
Foam Sleeve Filter

15 GALLON WET/DRY VACUUMS
PF53 & PF54: 15 Gallon

Powr-Flite's 15 gallon wet/dry vacuums provide the rugged durability necessary for tough commercial 
jobs. Available with a heavy-duty stainless steel or polyethylene tank, these vacs outperform and outlast 
common wet/dry vacs. Both models offer easy maneuverability and stability.

Warranty: 5 years- tank. 1 year- motor & parts.

DESCRIPTION
10 gallon wet/dry vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories
Filter Cage and Float Assembly

Hepa High Efficiency Cartridge Filter
HEPA Pre‐Filter

DESCRIPTION
5 gallon wet/dry vacuum

Optional Parts & Accessories
cloth filter bag, washable

10 GALLON WET/DRY VACUUM
PF59: 10 Gallon

Exceptional filtration at an affordable price.  The compact 10 gallon tank is made of stainless steel for 
rugged durability required in commercial jobs.  Increased indoor air quality with HEPA filter used for dry 
pickup (99.97% efficient at 0.3 microns)
Warranty: 4 years- tank. 1 year- motor & parts.

5 GALLON WET/DRY VACUUM
PF51: 5 Gallon

Compact for smaller tasks, with the power to perform any floor maintenance job, the PF51 is commercial 
tough. It picks up anything you would find in the toughest conditions. The 5 gallon size is ideal to keep in 
your truck or janitor closet - compact size goes anywhere!

Warranty: 4 years- tank. 1 year- motor & parts.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF57  $514.00   $405.00 

PF58  $514.00   $405.00 

FM200  $123.92   $100.00 

FM200H  $123.92   $100.00 

155PB  $10.00   $7.57 

WD4  $25.00  $18.91 
WD36  $25.00  $19.87 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF55HM  $832.00   $655.00 

PFHMW-K  $128.52   $105.00 

X9251  $128.91   $105.00 

H829  $60.00  $50.00 
PF55-KIT  $29.00   $21.00 

PB55HM  $50.25  $45.00 

paper bag adapter kit
paper bag, 6 pak

DESCRIPTION
20 gallon HEPA wet/dry vacuum w/ stainless steel tank

Optional Parts & Accessories
wet recovery adapter

certified HEPA replacement filter
HEPA pre-filter, 2 pak

paper bag (single), fits PF55, PF56, PF58
cloth filter assembly, washable

pleated synthetic filter cartridge, washable

20 GALLON HEPA WET/DRY VACUUM
PF55HM: 20 Gallon HEPA

The PF55HM features 3-stage filtration, utilizing a 2-ply totally enclosed paper bag, a double layer glass pre-
filter and an individually certified HEPA filter that is 99.97% efficient in filtering particles down to .3 microns, 
ensuring that the exhaust air is clean and free of hazardous airborne pollutants.

Warranty: 1 year- motor & parts.

DESCRIPTION
20 gallon dual-motor wet/dry vacuum w/ stainless steel tank
20 gallon dual-motor wet/dry vacuum w/ polyethylene tank

Optional Parts & Accessories
front mount squeegee, fits PF57
front mount squeegee, fits PF58

20 GALLON DUAL-MOTOR WET/DRY VACUUMS
PF57 & PF58: 20 Gallon Dual Motor

Designed for heavy duty industrial cleaning and material handling, Powr-Flite's dual motor wet/dry vacs 
boost the power to 192 CFM with 100" waterlift for those ideal jobs. With dual-motors for increased suction; 
the power and versatility make these wet/dry vacs the choice for wide range of general shop cleanup 
tasks, from liquid recovery to picking up metal shavings.

Warranty: 5 years- tank. 1 year- motor & parts.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PS35  $719.00   $575.20 

PS35E  $662.00   $530.00 

PS35ER  $839.00   $671.20 

PFX27  $85.00  $72.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX3S  $1,187.00   $950.00 

PFX3S-KNS  $187.00   $167.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
98150-PF  $1,544.00  $1,202.65 

98340  $100.00  $89.56 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX900S  $1,895.00   $1,516.00 

PFX900S-KNS  $215.00   $181.00 

DESCRIPTION
9 gallon self-contained extractor

Optional Parts & Accessories
upholstery cleaning kit, includes hose, upholstery tool and carry bag

DESCRIPTION
heavy duty 4 gallon self contained extractor

Optional Parts & Accessories
deluxe utility hand tool

PROWLER SELF-CONTAINED EXTRACTOR
PFX900S: 9 Gallon Self-Contained

The Prowler provides maximum productivity in large areas with the added flexibility of attaching 
additional tools for cleaning spots, stairs & upholstery. The PFX900S provides superior cleaning power with 
a 1300 RPM floating chevron style brush head that maximizes agitation and leaves carpets cleaner than 
traditional self-contained extractors. Rated CRI Bronze by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 5 years- tank & frame. 1 year- vac motor, pump & parts.

3 gallon self-contained extractor
Optional Parts & Accessories

upholstery cleaning kit, includes hose, upholstery tool and carry bag

HEAVY-DUTY SELF CONTAINED EXTRACTOR
98150-PF: 4 Gallon Self-Contained

Whether customer is a certified carpet technician or a residential home owner, the 98150-PF delivers 
professional carpet cleaning results in a small, easy to use package. Productively clean and freshen 
carpet surfaces in less time with this powerful, lightweight and easy-to-maneuver four gallon extractor. 
Rated CRI Gold by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 2 years- housing & tank. 1 year- parts

SELF-CONTAINED EXTRACTOR
PFX3S: 3 Gallon Self-Contained

The PFX3S offers quick and easy one-pass carpet cleaning and has all the features you would look for in a 
self-contained extractor. The powerful 111 CFM and 92" waterlift produces the power for any cleaning job.

Warranty: 5 years- tank & frame. 1 year- vac motor, pump & parts.

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
3.5 gallon portable spotter w/ AA163 upholstery tool
3.5 gallon portable spotter w/ AA195 upholstery tool

3.5 gallon portable spotter w/ PFX-NS floor wand & detail tool
Optional Parts & Accessories

1-1/2" spotter wand

POWR-SPOTTER EXTRACTORS
PS35, PS35E & PS35ER: 3.5 Gallon Portable Spotters

The Powr-Spotter is portable, lightweight and extremely powerful. It is perfect for touch up cleaning and 
spot removal between scheduled carpet cleanings, as well as congested areas where larger extractors 
just won't fit. The PS35 spotters takes the hassle out of cleaning spots before they become major stains. It is 
available in three configurations for spot cleaning, small area carpet cleaning and automotive detailing.

Warranty: 5 years- tank & frame. 1 year- vac motor, pump & parts.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX5S-NW  $1,081.00  $1,000.00 
PFX10S-NW  $1,235.00  $1,100.00 
PFX15S-NW  $1,287.00  $1,100.00 
PFX10H-NW  $1,601.00  $1,450.00 
PFX15H-NW  $1,658.00  $1,524.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX1080AW  $1,379.00   $1,100.00 

PFX1085EAW
 $3,018.00   $2,490.00 

PFX1085EAW2  $3,330.00   $2,664.00 

WW1000-2  $590.58   $500.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX1080CW  $1,680.00   $1,344.00 

PFX1380CW  $1,800.00   $1,440.00 

PFX1082CW  $2,035.00   $1,628.00 

PFX1382CW  $2,155.00   $1,724.50 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX1070SP  $1,320.00   $1,056.00 

PFX1080  $1,370.00   $1,096.00 

PFX1082  $1,680.00   $1,344.00 

PFX1085  $2,040.00   $1,632.00 

PFX1380  $1,430.00   $1,144.00 

PFX1382  $1,735.00   $1,388.00 

PFX1385  $2,155.00   $1,724.00 

13 gallon 200 p.s.i. cold water extractor, 20 ft insider hose
13 gallon 500 p.s.i. cold water extractor, 20 ft vacuum/solution hose

DESCRIPTION
10 Gallon Cold Water Extractor w/single jet carpet wand

10 gallon 100 p.s.i. cold water extractor, 20 ft vacuum/solution hose
10 gallon 200 p.s.i. cold water extractor, 20 ft insider hose

10 gallon 500 p.s.i. cold water extractor, 20 ft vacuum/solution hose
13 gallon 100 p.s.i. cold water extractor, 20 ft vacuum/solution hose

13 gal 100 p.s.i. single 3-stage 1.9 hp motor w/ 1200 watt heater, 20 ft insider hose
10 gal 200 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor w/ 1800 watt heater, 20 ft insider hose
13 gal 200 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor w/ 1800 watt heater, 20 ft insider hose

MID SIZE & FULL SIZE UPRIGHT EXTRACTORS- COLD WATER
10 Gallon & 13 Gallon Cold Water Extractors

The cold water series has the perfect combination of performance and portability. Loaded with cleaning 
power, the 10 gallon PFX1080 and the 13 gallon PFX1380's large transport wheels, along with the handle 
mounted loading wheels, make them easy to transport, load and unload. The dual 2-stage vac motors 
remove more water and soil to extend carpet life and improves indoor air quality. Includes hoses and 
power cord(s).
Warranty: 5 years- tanks. 1 year- vacuum motor, pump & workmanship.

10 Gallon & 13 Gallon Car Wash Extractors

Designed specifically for the full-service car wash and mobile detailer, these extractors have the power to 
perform and provide the results every car wash professional expects! All models feature waist-high 
controls, handle mounted transport wheels for easy loading and unloading and large 10" stair climbing 
wheels for added mobility. Includes hoses and power cord(s).

Warranty: 5 years housing & tanks. 1 year- vac motor, pump & parts.

DESCRIPTION
10 gal 100 p.s.i. single 3-stage 1.9 hp motor w/ 1200 watt heater, 20 ft insider hose

100 p.s.i. 2-stage Airwatt motor, 20 ft. vacuum/solution hose included

500 p.s.i. 2-stage Airwatt motor w/1650 watt heater, 20 ft. vacuum/solution hose included
10 gal. Airwatt 50-500 PSI Extractor w/wand

Optional Parts & Accessories
Wonder Wand™ 1000 p.s.i., 2 jet

MID SIZE & FULL SIZE UPRIGHT EXTRACTORS- CAR WASH

AIRWATT MID SIZE & FULL SIZE UPRIGHT EXTRACTORS
10 Gallon Airwatt Extractors Cold & Hot Water Units

Powr-Flite's Airwatt powered carpet extractors transform portable extractors; providing a new level of 
industry performance. The revolutionary Airwatt motor is on the cutting edge of technology, becoming 
the most advanced, highest performing vacuum motor on the market today. The PFX1085EAW is rated CRI 
Gold by the Carpet and Rug Institute when used with the 2-jet Wonder Wand™ (WW1000-2).

Warranty: 5 years- housing & tanks. 2 years- vacuum motor. 1 year- pump & parts.

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
5 gallon single 3-stage 1.9 hp motor, 10 ft. TMHD® hose included
10 gallon dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor, 15 ft. TMHD® hose included
15 gallon dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor, 25 ft. TMHD® hose included

10 gallon dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor w/ inline heater, 20 ft. insider hose included
15 gallon dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor w/ inline heater, 20 ft. insider hose included

BOX EXTRACTORS
5-10 & 15 Gallon Heated and Non-Heated Box Extractors

Powr-Flite box extractors are known for the heavy-duty fiberglass construction that keeps them running 
years longer than similar models. With models ranging from 5 to 15 gallons available with or without and 
inline heater, you can choose a model that best fits your specific needs. 30' 12/3 power cord included.

Warranty: 5 years- housing & frame. 3 years- heater (heated models only). 1 year- parts.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX1080E  $1,680.00   $1,344.00 

PFX1080ESP  $1,800.00   $1,440.00 

PFX1082E  $2,035.00   $1,628.00 

PFX1085E  $2,335.00   $1,868.00 

PFX1380E  $1,735.00   $1,388.00 

PFX1382E  $2,095.00   $1,675.00 

PFX1385E  $2,395.00   $1,915.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX1080PH  $1,560.00   $1,248.00 

PFX1080EPH  $2,010.00   $1,800.00 

PFX1082EPH  $2,390.00   $2,000.00 

PFX1380PH  $1,695.00   $1,450.00 

PFX1380EPH  $2,070.00   $1,700.00 

PFX1382EPH  $2,450.00   $1,960.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX1085MAX  $3,436.00   $2,700.00 

PFX1085MAX2  $3,460.00   $2,650.00 

PFX1385MAX  $3,496.00   $2,650.00 

PFX1385MAX2  $3,715.00   $2,972.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PEB  $1,080.00   $900.00 

PEB-H  $1,119.00   $927.00 

PEB-TM  $1,144.00   $989.00 

HJ3  $35.00  $23.67 1-1/2" to 2" hose joiner

Solution control switch for ease of operation
Stainless steel chassis for longer life

DESCRIPTION
Max p.s.i. 100 Max Temp 140 Spray Pattern 110"

Heated Max p.s.i. 300 Max Temp 200° Spray Pattern 95"
Truck Mount Max p.s.i. 400 Max Temp 200° Spray Pattern 95"

DESCRIPTION
10 gallon 500 p.s.i. dual 3-stage motor & 1800 watt heater w/Perfect Heat

10 gal. BlackMax 500 PSI Extractor w/wand
13 gallon 500 p.s.i. dual 3-stage motor & 1800 watt heater w/Perfect Heat

13 gal. BlackMax 500 PSI Extractor w/wand

Power Extractor Brushes
 17" cleaning path
 RPM brush
Five spray jets for full solution delivery

13 gallon 200 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor & 1750 watt heater w/ Perfect Heat

BLACKMAX MID SIZE & FULL SIZE UPRIGHT EXTRACTORS
10 Gallon & 13 Gallon BlackMax Extractors

BlackMax, the super charged portable with truck-mount power! The Powr-Flite BlackMax extractors 
combing the power of dual 3-stage vacuum motors, a robust 500 p.s.i. pump, 1800 watt electric heater 
and the patented Perfect Heat system to give you the most powerful portable carpet extractor on the 
market. Includes hoses and power cord(s).

Warranty: 5 years- housing & tanks. 1 year- vac motor, pump & parts.

DESCRIPTION
10 gallon 100 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor w/ Perfect Heat

10 gallon 100 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor & 1750 watt heater w/ Perfect Heat
10 gallon 200 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor & 1750 watt heater w/ Perfect Heat

13 gallon 100 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor w/ Perfect Heat
13 gallon 100 p.s.i. dual 2-stage 1.5 hp motor & 1750 watt heater w/ Perfect Heat

13 gallon 200 p.s.i. hot water extractor, 20 ft insider hose
13 gallon 500 p.s.i. hot water extractor, 20 ft vacuum/solution hose

MID SIZE & FULL SIZE UPRIGHT EXTRACTORS W/ PERFECT HEAT
10 Gallon & 13 Gallon Extractors w/ Perfect Heat

The Perfect Heat extractors share all the standard features found on the cold water models with the 
added benefit of the hottest cleaning solution found in a portable extractor without temperature fall off. 
Includes hoses and power cord(s). The PFX1380PH is rated CRI Silver by the Carpet and Rug Institute.

Warranty: 5 years- housing & tanks. 1 year- vac motor, pump & parts.

DESCRIPTION
10 gallon 100 p.s.i. hot water extractor, 20 ft insider hose
10 Gallon Hot Water Extractor w/single jet carpet wand
10 gallon 200 p.s.i. hot water extractor, 20 ft insider hose

10 gallon 500 p.s.i. hot water extractor, 20 ft vacuum/solution hose
13 gallon 100 p.s.i. hot water extractor, 20 ft insider hose

MID SIZE & FULL SIZE UPRIGHT EXTRACTORS- HOT WATER
10 Gallon & 13 Gallon Hot Water Extractors

Add heat to your cleaning arsenal with Powr-Flite's hot water extractors! Hot water adds cleaning power 
by dissolving many types of soil and reduces the levels of biological contamination in the carpeting. 
Includes hoses and power cord(s).

Warranty: 5 years- tanks. 1 year- vacuum motor, pump & workmanship.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
WW1000  $650.00   $522.00 

WW1000-2  $590.58   $508.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX-NS  $196.00   $175.00 

PFX-KIT1  $308.00   $285.00 

PFX-KIT2  $308.00   $275.00 

PFX-KIT3  $396.00   $315.00 

PFX-2HP  $310.00   $275.00 

PFX-TM  $410.00   $345.00 

PFX-3DX  $463.00   $400.00 

PFX-3HP  $390.00   $365.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFX-HF  $289.39  $260.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
AA174  $108.96  $100.00 
AA173  $294.88  $256.00 
AA192  $212.63  $200.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
AA162  $105.00  $98.00 

AA163  $91.00  $75.00 

AA161  $130.00   $100.00 

AA160  $85.00  $65.00 
AA176  $154.00  $120.00 
AA144DC  $125.00   $100.00 

AA155  $68.00  $48.00 
AA151  $80.00  $65.00 

AA155A  $60.00  $45.00 
AA151A  $60.00  $45.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
72305B  $40.00  $30.00 

AACT  $423.41  $350.00 
AABT  $405.00   $300.00 

DESCRIPTION
1,000 PSI valve

3" Quick Dry detail tool w/hose
7-1/2" Quick Dry partition/stair tool w/hose

1-1/2" Upholstery 4" stainless steel head Max p.s.i. 300 Closed 1/4" QD
1-1/2" Upholstery 3-3/4" plastic head Max p.s.i. 120 External 1/8" QD
1-1/2" Upholstery 3-3/4" plastic head Max p.s.i. 120 External 1/4" QD

1-1/4" Upholstery 3-3/4" plastic head Max p.s.i. 120 1/8" QD
1-1/4" Upholstery 3-3/4" plastic head Max p.s.i. 120

Quick Dry Detail Tools

Wonder Wand technology in detail tools that atomizes high velocity solution to scrub each individual fiber 
and simultaneously recover up to 90% of solution, leaving carpets cleaner and drier.

DESCRIPTION
1-1/2" Detailer  3-1/2" stainless steel head Max p.s.i. 400  External 1/4" Threaded

1-1/2" Detailer  3-1/2" plastic head Max p.s.i. 120  External 1/4" Threaded
1-1/2" Detailer  3-1/2" stainless steel head Max p.s.i. 400  Internal 1/4" Threaded

1-1/2" Crevice  3-1/2" stainless steel Max p.s.i. 120 1/4" Threaded
1-1/2" Upholstery/Curtain 4" stainless steel head Max p.s.i. 400 1/4" threaded

DESCRIPTION
30" stair tool, 120 p.s.i., stationary head

30" stair tool, 500 p.s.i., swivel head
6" cleaning head, 800 p.s.i.

Extractor Tools

DESCRIPTION
1 JET   MAX p.s.i. 300

Stair Tools
 1-1/2" one piece stainless steel tube
500 p.s.i., V2P brass valve, 10" stainless steel head
120 p.s.i., V120 plastic valve, 8" plastic head

3 JET    JET SIZE 80067    MAX p.s.i. 400
3 JET    JET SIZE 11001    MAX p.s.i. 200

Extractor Wand - Hard Surface
 Single jet for up to 300 p.s.i.
 Head rotates 180 for scrubbing and then back for recovery

1 JET    JET SIZE 11006    MAX p.s.i.125
1 JET    JET SIZE 11003    MAX p.s.i. 200
1 JET    JET SIZE 11002    MAX p.s.i. 500
2 JET    JET SIZE 11001    MAX p.s.i. 500
2 JET    JET SIZE 11002    MAX p.s.i. 200
2 JET    JET SIZE 11003    MAX p.s.i. 800

Wonder Wand™ 1000 p.s.i., 2 jet

Extractor Wands - Carpet
 Ergonomic double bend design with adjustable handle
 1-1/2" one piece stainless steel tube

DESCRIPTION

Wonder Wand™

The patented air induction Wonder Wand atomizes high velocity solution to scrub each individual fiber 
and simultaneously recover up to 90% of solution, leaving carpets cleaner and drier.

DESCRIPTION
Wonder Wand™ 1000 p.s.i., 3 jet
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
C131-7  $708.00   $566.40 

C171HD  $670.00   $520.00 

C201HD  $700.00   $566.40 

717DP  $70.19  $65.00 
919DP  $81.66  $70.00 
TL16  $51.46  $45.00 
TL19  $64.16  $55.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
C202  $1,038.00   $845.00 

DS17  $117.28  $115.00 
DS20  $130.24  $125.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
C171SD  $842.00   $675.00 

SB17M  $156.70  $142.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
FM90P  $108.83  $100.00 

DESCRIPTION
4 Gallon Floor Machine Solution Tank

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" Sanding driver w/clutch plate and riser for C171SD

FLOOR MACHINE SOLUTION TANK

FM90P: 4 Gallon Floor Machine Solution Tank

Turn any floor machine into a carpet cleaning machine quickly and easily. It is perfect for scrubbing, 
shampooing or bonnet cleaning. Fits all Powr-Flite floor machines.

C171SD: 17" All Metal Sanding Floor Machine

The Classic C171SD 17" sanding floor machine incorporates the same quality and dependability of other 
Powr-Flite floor machines with the power to do the tough hard floor jobs; sanding, scraping and grinding. 
Equipped with a heavy-duty sandpaper driver, the C171SD is a great value for professionals charged with 
hard floor maintenance and restoration projects. 17" sandpaper driver included.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 5 years- motor. 3 years- transmission. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
17" Sanding Floor Machine 1.5 hp w/50' power cord

DESCRIPTION
20" Dual Speed 175/320 RPM 1.5 hp w/50' power cord

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" Pad driver w/clutch plate and riser for dual speed machines
20" Pad driver w/clutch plate and riser for dual speed machines

CLASSIC SERIES SANDING FLOOR MACHINE

19" Pad driver, w/clutch plate and riser
17" Economy Pad driver, w/ clutch plate and riser
19" Economy Pad driver, w/clutch plate and riser

CLASSIC SERIES DUAL-SPEED FLOOR MACHINE
C202: 20" All Metal Dual Speed Floor Machine

Giving you two machines in one, the Powr-Flite Classic dual speed floor machine provides versatility for 
every type of floor. You get the advantage of a standard 175 RPM for the most aggressive work loads and 
a high 320 RPM speeds for polishing and spray buffing.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 5 years- motor. 3 years- transmission. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
13" Classic Series Floor Machine 1 hp, 175 RPM

17" Classic Series Floor Machine 1.5 hp 175 RPM w/50' Power Cord
20" Classic Series Floor Machine 1.5 hp 175 RPM w/50' Power Cord

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" Pad driver, w/ clutch plate and riser

CLASSIC SERIES FLOOR MACHINES
C171-C201: 17"-20" All Metal Floor Machines

The Classic line of standard speed (175RPM) floor machines by Powr-Flite combines a rugged all metal 
floor machine with the most technologically advanced motors, transmissions and electrical components.  
NOTE:  Machine does not include pad driver - please order separately below

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 5 years- motor. 3 years- transmission. 1 year- parts & labor.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
 $750.00   $600.00 

 $780.00   $605.00 

717DP  $70.19  $60.00 
919DP  $81.66  $60.00 
TL16  $51.46  $50.00 
TL19  $64.16  $60.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
M202-3  $1,099.00   $879.00 

DS17  $117.28  $115.00 
DS20  $130.24  $125.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
M171SD-3  $916.00   $732.00 

SB17M  $156.70  $140.00 

DESCRIPTION
17" Millennium Sanding Floor Machine 1.5 hp w/50' power cord

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" Sanding driver w/clutch plate and riser

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" Pad driver w/clutch plate and riser
20" Pad driver w/clutch plate and riser

MILLENNIUM EDITION SANDING FLOOR MACHINE
M171SD-3: 17" Rotationally Molded Sanding Floor Machine

The Millennium 17" sanding floor machine combines the same quality and dependability of other Powr-
Flite floor machines with the power to do the tough hard floor jobs; sanding scraping and grinding. The 
patented heavy duty one piece, rotationally molded housing reduces noise for operator safety and 
absorbs vibration, controlling torque for better operator control. 17" sandpaper driver included.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 5 years- motor. 3 years- transmission. 1 year- parts & labor.

M202: 20" Rotationally Molded Floor Machine

Incorporating a patented noise and vibration reducing molded housing, the Powr-Flite Millennium dual 
speed floor machine provides versatility for every type of floor. You get the advantage of a standard 175 
RPM for the most aggressive work loads and a high 320 RPM speed with the power and speed to spray 
buff and dry polish tile floors providing excellent results.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 5 years- motor. 3 years- transmission. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
20" Millennium Dual Speed 175/320 RPM 1.5 hp w/50' power cord

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" Pad driver, w/ clutch plate and riser
19" Pad driver, w/clutch plate and riser

17" Economy Pad driver, w/ clutch plate and riser
19" Economy Pad driver, w/clutch plate and riser

MILLENNIUM EDITION DUAL SPEED FLOOR MACHINE

DESCRIPTION

M171HD-3 17" Millennium Floor Machine 1.5 hp 175 RPM w/50' power cord

M201HD-3
20" Millennium Floor Machine 1.5 hp 175 RPM w/50' power cord

MILLENNIUM EDITION FLOOR MACHINES
M171-M201: 17"-20" Rotationally Molded Floor Machines

Powr-Flite's Millennium edition floor machines have long been a trademark of excellence in floor care. 
Millennium floor machines feature a patented rotationally molded one-piece housing that reduces the 
vibration and torque commonly found in other floor machines. NOTE:  Machine does not include pad 
driver - please order separately below.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 5 years- motor. 3 years- transmission. 1 year- parts & labor.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
ORB1420  $1,885.00   $1,508.00 

DCORB1420  $2,145.00   $1,716.00 

X1090  $122.00   $100.00 

X1129  $78.00  $65.00 

FM90P  $108.83  $85.00 

ECO1420  $127.19   $100.00 

RD1420  $33.54  $27.00 

BK1420  $33.54  $27.00 

BL1420  $33.54  $27.00 

WT1420  $33.54  $27.00 

WS1420  $195.54   $175.00 

SS80ORB  $175.65   $165.00 

855909  $69.60  $65.00 

GR1420  $200.22   $180.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
C1600-3  $1,000.00  $800.00 

X8862  $88.14  $80.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
M1200-3  $1,130.00   $904.00 

M1600-3  $1,080.00   $864.00 

M2000-3  $1,130.00   $904.00 

X8862  $88.14  $80.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PB2817  $4,214.00   $3,371.20 

PB2817C  $4,488.00   $3,590.40 

PB2817E  $4,345.00   $3,476.00 

PB2817CE  $4,793.00   $3,834.40 

CB0528  $28.11  $25.00 

28" propane burnisher
28" propane burnisher w/centrifugal clutch
28" propane burnisher w/ emission control

28" propane burnisher w/centrifugal clutch & emission control
Optional Parts & Accessories

28" combo pad, 2 per case

PROPANE BURNISHERS
PB2817: Propane Burnishers

Powr-Flite's propane burnishers feature premium engines that provide superior levels of power for any 
burnishing job while offering reduced noise and vibration for added operator comfort and reduced 
disruption to others in the area. One propane burnisher can out perform 6 workers with a traditional 20" 
low speed floor machine, covering 48,000 sq. ft. per hour.

Warranty: 2 years- parts & workmanship. (engines warranted by manufacturer)

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION
1.5 hp motor 1200 RPM Millennium Burnisher
1.5 hp motor 1600 RPM Millennium Burnisher
1.5 hp motor 2000 RPM Millennium Burnisher

Optional Parts & Accessories
flexible pad driver

DESCRIPTION
1.5 hp motor 1600 RPM Classic Series Burnisher

Optional Parts & Accessories
flexible pad driver

MILLENNIUM EDITION BURNISHERS
M1200-3, M1600-3, M2000-3: 1200 RPM-2000 RPM Millennium Burnishers

The Millennium edition high speed burnishers provide excellence in design, operator comfort, and 
unsurpassed burnishing performance. These machines are expertly balanced for ideal pad-to-floor 
contact without a compensating caster, which means greater efficiency, speed and overall cost savings.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 2 years- motor. 1 year- parts & labor.

Melamine white sponge eraser - 5 per case
sanding screen 80 grit - 10 per case

retaining pad
green grout cleaner - 4 per case

CLASSIC SERIES BURNISHER
C1600-3: 1600 RPM Classic Series All Metal Burnisher

These machines offer exceptionally smooth operation with a flexible pad driver for consistent results on 
uneven surfaces. Unlike conventional burnishers, the Classic burnisher's precision balanced weight 
distribution provides complete pad-to-floor contact and eliminates the need for a compensating caster.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 2 years- motor. 1 year- parts & labor.

4 gallon solution tank
maroon EcoPrep pad - 10 per case

red spray buff pap - 5 per case
black strip pad - 5 per case

blue cleaner pad - 5 per case
white polish pad - 5 per case

DESCRIPTION
20" Orbital Floor Machine 1.5 hp, 3500 RPM
20" Orbital Floor Machine Dust Control Kit

Optional Parts & Accessories
22 lb. weight

dust control kit

ORBITAL FLOOR MACHINE
ORB1420: 20" POWR2 ORBITAL FLOOR MACHINE

The innovative square pad cleans hard-to-reach corners where a traditional floor machine cannot go. Say good-bye 
to the hassle of a side-swing machine that is hard to operate. The Powr2 is easy to maneuver with an even front to 
back motion which reduces operator fatigue. Available with an optional 4-gallon solution tank for wet cleaning and 
easy to change square pad, your customers benefit front a significantly lower cost of ownership as well as dual-
purpose floor care functionality.

Warranty: 2 years- housing. 1 year- parts & labor.
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33950  $221.42   $200.00 28" pad driver w/riser
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFMW14  $1,715.00   $1,372.00 

PFMWSD  $164.47   $125.00 

PFMWSF  $164.47   $125.00 

PFMWHBD  $164.47   $125.00 

PFMWEB  $164.47   $125.00 

PFMWSB  $131.26   $100.00 

PFMWTC  $169.46   $135.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PAS14G  $2,634.00   $2,100.00 

414DP  $59.64  $52.00 
PB414  $75.10  $65.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
CAS16  $1,632.00   $1,305.60 

CAS58G  $131.19  $115.00 
CAS75  $93.73  $85.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PAS16  $2,376.00   $1,780.00 

PAS96  $66.11  $60.00 
PAS97  $89.28  $80.00 

DESCRIPTION
16" cord-electric scrubber

Optional Parts & Accessories
15" pad driver w/spring hub and pad holder

15" poly stiff scrub brush

Optional Parts & Accessories
heavy-duty brush, blue

side brush

PREDATOR 16
PAS16: 16" Cord-Electric Automatic Scrubber

Economical, compact and lightweight, the Predator 16 goes where other automatic scrubbers can't. You 
will cover more floor surface quicker; finishing your stripping and cleaning jobs faster; increasing 
productivity.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 1 year- parts & workmanship.

CAS16: 16" Compact Automatic Scrubber w/ Grout Cleaner

The CAS16 compact automatic scrubber is designed to clean any hard floor type including non-slip, 
safety or textured floors with exceptional cleaning power. With greater productivity and better 
performance than traditional mopping the CAS16 is ideal for small to medium areas.

Warranty: 1 year- parts & workmanship.

DESCRIPTION
16" compact automatic scrubber w/grout cleaner

DESCRIPTION
14" battery powered scrubber

Optional Parts & Accessories
14" drive block w/clutch plate

14" poly brush, 1-3/8" trim w/clutch plate

POWR-SCRUB 16

escalator brush, 1 pair
side brush

transport cart

PREDATOR 14
PAS14G: 14" Battery Powered Automatic Scrubber

The eco-friendly, low moisture PAS14G is designed to scrub hard to clean areas where traditional mop 
and bucket are typically used. Compact and powerful the PAS14G captures dirt and debris mops leave 
behind. Cord free operation eliminates safety issues with cords stretched across rooms. Comes complete 
with 2-12 volt gel batteries and 24 volt onboard charger making it simple to recharge at any location.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 1 year- parts & workmanship.

DESCRIPTION
13" multi-surface automatic scrubber

Optional Parts & Accessories
standard brush, 1 pair
soft brush, gray - 1 pair
hard brush, blue - 1 pair

MULTIWASH
PFMW14: 13" Multi-Surface Automatic Scrubber

The Multiwash 14 offers quiet, high quality cleaning performance, versatility, ease of use and durability. 
This machine will wash, mop, scrub and dry in a single pass on virtually every kind of floor; even escalators 
and entrance matting. Go from one floor surface to another with the Multiwash.

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- parts & workmanship.
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PAS17BA-BC  $3,516.00   $2,850.00 

PAS17PD  $72.94  $65.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PAS20-DXBC  $5,813.00   $4,650.00 

PAS10  $75.49  $70.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PAS28-DXBC  $8,567.00   $6,000.00 

PAS32-DXBC  $9,707.00   $6,600.00 

PAS69  $117.44  $100.00 
PAS961  $147.84  $135.00 

DESCRIPTION
28" battery powered automatic scrubber
32" battery powered automatic scrubber

Optional Parts & Accessories
13" pad driver set
16" pad driver set

DESCRIPTION
20" battery powered automatic scrubber

Optional Parts & Accessories
18" pad driver

PREDATOR 28 & PREDATOR 32
PAS28-DXBC & PAS32-DXBC: 28" & 32" Battery Powered Automatic Scrubber

The Predator 28 and 32 models have a remarkable 5 to 6 hours operating time. Self-propelled with direct 
drive system provides straight tracking on slick surfaces and effortless work for the operator. Just set the 
solution rate and go - the machine does all of the work in one easy pass and leaves the floor clean, dry 
and ready for immediate use. Comes complete with four 6 volt 244 a.h. batteries and shelf charger.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 1 year- parts & workmanship.

Optional Parts & Accessories
17" pad driver w/clutch plate and pad holder

PREDATOR 20
PAS20-DXBC: 20" Battery Powered Automatic Scrubber

The perfect size for medium to large size scrubbing jobs, the self-propelled Predator 20, with direct driver, 
will clean 20,000 square feet per hour. The PAS20 features aggressive cleaning power with 90 lbs. of 
floating brush pressure. Maintenance is simple with easy access to batteries, vacuum motor and tanks, 
plus a lifetime lubricated differential motor. Comes complete with two 12 volt 140 a.h. batteries and shelf 
charger.

Warranty: 10 years- housing. 1 year- parts & workmanship.

PAS17BA-BC: 17" Battery Powered Automatic Scrubber

Simple controls, easy to use, and easy to transport, the Predator 17 provides excellent scrubbing results on 
a wide range of hard floor surfaces. Solution flow is activated by the brush/pad driver to conserve water 
and cleaning chemicals. Comes complete with two 12 volt 105 a.h. batteries, charger and pad driver.

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 2 years- brush motor. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
17" battery powered automatic scrubber

PREDATOR 17
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PD500  $215.00   $200.00 

PD500DX  $253.00   $200.00 

PD500DX-YS  $277.00   $235.00 

PD750  $225.00   $200.00 

PD100K  $26.40  $25.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PDH1  $209.00   $175.00 

PDH2  $259.00   $207.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PDF5  $331.00   $264.00 

PDF5DX  $371.00   $295.00 

PDF5C  $51.60  $46.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PDF6WRD  $418.00   $335.00 

PDF6WRD: F6 Downdraft® 1/4 hp Dryer

The F6 Downdraft® dryer provides easy operation, versatility and durability for use in any drying 
application. The 6-blade precision pitched fan blades pull drier, warmer air from above, driving it down 
and out across the entire surface of the floor. One Downdraft® dryer will dry an entire room in as little as 15 
minutes.

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
F6 downdraft® dryer, 1/4 hp, 3.3 amp

DESCRIPTION
F5 axial fan, 1/4 hp, 2.2 amp

F5 axial fan, 1/4 hp, 2.2 amp w/ handle & wheels
Optional Parts & Accessories

caster kit for PDF5

DOWNDRAFT® DRYER

1/2 hp hybrid dryer
1/2 hp hybrid dryer w/ daisy chain capability for up to 6 units & kickstand

F5 AXIAL FANS
PDF5 & PDF5DX: 1/4 hp Axial Fans

The F5 axial fan provides a maximum of flexibility combined with high volume, high velocity airflow for the 
fastest possible drying time. Use the F5 anywhere you need high speed drying. This axial fan is one of the 
most effective solutions for structural drying after floods or leaks.

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- parts & labor.

HYBRID DRYERS
PDH1 & PDH2: 1/2 hp Hybrid Dryers

The Powr-Flite Hybrid dryer combines the best features of a squirrel cage design with the increased drying 
power of an axial fan. This dryer has an incredible maximum air velocity of 3400 feet per minute in a 
compact, yet highly efficient size. The revolutionary Hybrid dryer increases air flow, drying efficiency, 
safety and minimizes down time in a room or a larger facility.

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION

1/2 hp dryer, 4.8 amp
1/2 hp dryer, 4.8 amp, w/ handle & wheels

1/2 hp dryer, 4.8 amp, yellow w/ handle, wheels & caution sign
3/4 hp dryer, 7.8 amp

Optional Parts & Accessories
universal carpet clamp

POWR-DRYERS
1/3 hp, 1/2 hp, & 3/4 hp Powr-Dryers

Floors, walls, upholstery, drapes, any wet surface… the full featured Powr-Dryer has the drying power for 
everything from delicate drapes to flooded sheetrock. Engineered for high performance and efficiency, 
Powr-Flite dryers feature maximum airflow streamlined housing designed to reduce performance loss.

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- parts & labor.

DESCRIPTION
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ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF85  $1,655.00   $1,324.00 

PF85DX  $2,226.00  $1,780.00 

FPW  $354.00  $300.00 
PF86-S  $294.00  $225.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PFPZ  $749.00   $599.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF04  $407.00   $325.00 

ITEM # CATALOG DISCOUNT COST
PF1200RT  $4,635.00  $3,500.00 

HP7  $683.00   $500.00 

WW1000  $650.00   $485.00 

X1470  $105.00  $80.00 

VV4  $75.02  $70.00 

VR4  $163.97  $150.00 

Viper Venom for routine cleaning
Viper Renew for restorative cleaning

DESCRIPTION
High pressure multi-surface cleaner

Optional Parts & Accessories
7" Spinner Hand Tool

Wonder Wand™
Pressure Washer Gun

DESCRIPTION
Powr-Fogger

RIPTIDE
PF1200RT

The Riptide is a multi-use, multi-surface high pressure cleaner that is all about making cleaning easier. 
From routine cleaning to your customers toughest restorative jobs, a variety of features and accessories 
make the Riptide one of the most versatile cleaners on the market!

Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- motor, parts & workmanship, limited warranty on pump heads

DESCRIPTION
Ozone generator

POWR-FOGGER
 Corrosion proof supply tank
 Variable output from 0-18 oz. per minute

 Produces 1.5 grams/hr. at 7 particles per minute
 Effective for areas up to 60,000 cubic feet
 12 hour timer with power supply overload protection
 Gas filled arc module electrodes
 Maintenance free - no plates or UV tubes to corrode or clean

5 GPM 15 gallon flood pump
10 GPM 15 gallon flood pump

Optional Parts & Accessories
2" diameter Gulper wand
2" x 15" squeegee wand

POWR-ZONE OZONE GENERATOR

THE GULPER II FLOOD PUMPS
PF85 & PF85DX: 5 GPM & 10 GPM Flood Pumps

Designed specifically for water recovery the Gulper II flood pump provides maximum performance for 
flood restoration. The Gulper II extracts large amounts of water from carpet, bathrooms, and other flood 
areas quickly and easily. Waste water is removed through a standard garden hose to an acceptable 
area or drain. Water is pumped out automatically - no emptying tanks manually! Shown with optional 
wand (FPW).
Warranty: 5 years- housing. 1 year- motor, parts & workmanship.

DESCRIPTION
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THE POWR-FLITE PROMISE

BETTER QUALITY.

We know you wouldn't settle for less than 
the highest quality...and we wouldn't 
either.  Our equipment is produced with 
the highest quality components and 
many of them are proudly assembled in 
the USA.  Powr-Flite products are put 
through rigorous testing to ensure they 
meet our quality standards and our 
extensive warranty stands as proof of our 
quality.

BETTER PRICES.

Our global sourcing and efficient 
operations help Powr-Flite deliver the 
best value in the industry.  It is part of 
our commitment to provide 
competitively priced, dependable  
equipment, parts and supplies  that 
maximize your profits without 
sacrificing quality.

GUARANTEED.

Powr-Flite takes pride in what we sell! All of 
our equipment is carefully engineered and 
built to exacting quality standards. Your 
complete satisfaction is our ultimate goal -
so we guarantee everything we sell and 
warranty all Powr-Flite equipment. If you're 
not satisfied, we're not satisfied!
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